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Created by the AICPA, this authoritative guide provides interpretative guidance to enable accountants to examine and report on an
entity's cybersecurity risk managementprogram and controls within that program. The guide delivers a framework which has been
designed to provide stakeolders with useful, credible information about the effectiveness of an entity's cybersecurity efforts.
Guidelines for Reporting Health Research is a practical guide to choosing and correctly applying the appropriate guidelines when
reporting health research to ensure clear, transparent, and useful reports. This new title begins with an introduction to reporting
guidelines and an overview of the importance of transparent reporting, the characteristics of good guidelines, and how to use
reporting guidelines effectively in reporting health research. This hands-on manual also describes over a dozen internationally
recognised published guidelines such as CONSORT, STROBE, PRISMA and STARD in a clear and easy to understand format. It
aims to help researchers choose and use the correct guidelines for reporting their research, and to produce more completely and
transparently reported papers which will help to ensure reports are more useful and are not misleading. Written by the authors of
health research reporting guidelines, in association with the EQUATOR (Enhancing the QUAlity and Transparency Of health
Research) Network, Guidelines for Reporting Health Research is a helpful guide to producing publishable research. It will be a
valuable resource for researchers in their role as authors and also an important reference for editors and peer reviewers.
The MDX Cube Reporting Guide provides information to integrate MicroStrategy with MDX cube sources. You can integrate data
from MDX cube sources such as SAP BW, Microsoft Analysis Services, and Hyperion Essbase into your MicroStrategy projects
and applications.
The Basic Reporting Guide provides instructions to get started with MicroStrategy Desktop and MicroStrategy Web, and how to
analyze data in a report. It includes the basics for creating reports, metrics, filters, and prompts.

Perhaps you’ve always wondered how public radio gets that smooth, well-crafted sound. Maybe you’re thinking about
starting a podcast, and want some tips from the pros. Or maybe storytelling has always been a passion of yours, and you
want to learn to do it more effectively. Whatever the case—whether you’re an avid NPR listener or you aspire to create
your own audio, or both—Sound Reporting: The NPR Guide to Audio Journalism and Production will give you a rare tour
of the world of a professional broadcaster. Jonathan Kern, who has trained NPR’s on-air staff for years, is a gifted guide,
able to narrate a day in the life of a host and lay out the nuts and bolts of production with equal wit and warmth. Along the
way, he explains the importance of writing the way you speak, reveals how NPR books guests ranging from world
leaders to neighborhood newsmakers, and gives sage advice on everything from proposing stories to editors to
maintaining balance and objectivity. Best of all—because NPR wouldn’t be NPR without its array of distinctive
voices—lively examples from popular shows and colorful anecdotes from favorite personalities animate each chapter. As
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public radio’s audience of millions can attest, NPR’s unique guiding principles and technical expertise combine to
connect with listeners like no other medium can. With today’s technologies allowing more people to turn their home
computers into broadcast studios, Sound Reporting couldn’t have arrived at a better moment to reveal the secrets
behind the story of NPR’s success.
A National Public Radio on-air staff trainer and public radio producer offers a behind-the-scenes look at the world of
broadcast journalism, including such topics as story proposals, maintaining objectivity, and booking guests.
A practical guide for radiologists on providing high yield disease-specific reports Multiple studies show that referring
physicians have a clear preference for structured radiology reports due to clarity and ease of interpretation, yet a onesize-fits all approach does not address disease complexities. Concurrently, the use of structured radiology templates has
increased, driven in part by the need to comply with big data and artificial intelligence as well as reimbursement.
Standardization of reporting is one of the first essential steps in the transformation of radiology from "the art of imaging"
to a robust data science. Radiology Structured Reporting Handbook: Disease-Specific Templates and Interpretation
Pearls by Professors Olga R. Brook, Wieland H. Sommer, and esteemed colleagues is a highly practical guide on
structured reporting for every major area of radiology. Featuring disease-specific templates, the book is organized in six
sections and 53 chapters. Section one covers core foundation topics, from different definitions of structured reporting and
pros and cons to change management and how to build templates. Five disease-specific sections encompass specific
cancers and a variety of abdominal, thoracic, neurological, and cardiovascular diseases and conditions. Key Highlights
Downloadable disease-specific templates for a variety of clinical entities including cardiovascular, thoracic, abdominal,
oncological, and neuroradiology Essential interpretation pearls for specific diseases from top experts in a bullet format,
accompanied by relevant figures and tables Together, the templates and pearls provide an essential and unique practice
resource for optimal and clinically relevant reporting. The book also serves as a succinct educational tool for radiology
trainees and practicing radiologists who may not interpret specific highly specialized types of studies on a daily basis.
"The thorough reference that goes wherever you go, The Complete CFO Reference is the perfect up-to-date reference
tool for today's busy CFO, controller, treasurer, and other finance professionals. Written in an easy format and packed
with checklists, samples, and worked-out solutions for a wide variety of accounting and finance problems, readers can
take this handy reference wherever they go-on a business trip, visiting a client, conducting a conference call, or attending
a meeting. Covers all major developments in finance and accounting every CFO needs to know about including IFRS,
Web-based planning, and ranging from financial reporting and internal control to financial decision making for
shareholder value maximization Includes tables, forms, checklists, questionnaires, practical tips, and sample reports
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Incorporates Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) throughout the book, as well as coverage of International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and its impact on financial reporting, XBRL reporting, risk management and
disaster recovery, Web-based planning and budgeting, Web 2.0, cloud computing, and environmental costing Simplifying
day-to-day work in dozens of critical areas, The Complete CFO Reference is the perfect up-to-date reference tool for
today's busy chief financial officer (CFO), controller, treasurer, financial director, budgeting director, and other financial
professionals in public practice and private industry"-There are several benefits of offshore online banking. Learn the pros and cons of offshore internet banking from firsthand experience, as well as critical mistakes to avoid. This book discusses what offshore banking is, why consider it in
the first place, who it is for, its advantages and disadvantages as well as some important things to know and keep in mind
before getting involved with offshore banking, as well as the legal and regulatory implications attached to it. This book
also discusses the legal and regulatory compliance implications tied to offshore banking and thus provides a
comprehensive guide to help you file the (Foreign Bank Account Reporting) FBAR Form to stay compliant and avoid
FBAR penalties and fines. You will also learn about FBAR Amnesty programs, the requirements and time lines.
Synthesizing the literature from the survey and measurement fields, this book explains how to develop closed-response
survey scales that will accurately capture such constructs as attitudes, beliefs, or behaviors. It provides guidelines to help
applied researchers or graduate students review existing scales for possible adoption or adaptation in a study; create
their own conceptual framework for a scale; write checklists, true-false variations, and Likert-style items; design response
scales; examine validity and reliability; conduct a factor analysis; and document the instrument development and its
technical quality. Advice is given on constructing tables and graphs to report survey scale results. Concepts and
procedures are illustrated with "Not This/But This" examples from multiple disciplines. User-Friendly Features *End-ofchapter exercises with sample solutions, plus annotated suggestions for further reading. *"Not This/But This" examples of
poorly written and strong survey items. *Chapter-opening overviews and within-chapter summaries. *Glossary of key
concepts. *Appendix with examples of parametric and nonparametric procedures for group comparisons.
The perfect book for all student journalists, this young readers adaptation of the New York Times bestselling She Said by
Pulitzer Prize winning reporters' Jodi Kantor and Megan Twohey will inspire a new generation of young journalists. Soon
to be a major motion picture! Do you want to know how to bring secrets to light? How journalists can hold the powerful to
account? And how to write stories that can make a difference? In Chasing the Truth, award-winning journalists Jodi
Kantor and Megan Twohey share their thoughts from their early days writing their first stories to their time as awardwinning investigative journalists, offering tips and advice along the way. Adapted from their New York Times bestselling
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book She Said, Chasing the Truth not only tells the story of the culture-shifting Harvey Weinstein investigation, but it also
shares their best reporting practices with readers. This is the perfect book for aspiring journalists or anyone devoted to
uncovering the truth. Praise for the New York Times bestseller She Said: "Exhilarating...Kantor and Twohey have crafted
their news dispatches into a seamless and suspenseful account of their reportorial journey." -- Susan Faludi, The New
York Times "An instant classic of investigative journalism...'All the President's Men' for the Me Too era." -- Carlos Lozada,
The Washington Post "A vibrant, cinematic read." --Jill Filipovic, CNN "Deeply suspenseful." --Annalisa Quinn, NPR
"[A] concise and detailed description of a very complex issue...rich in detail and insight." --Leslie J. Temme, LCSW
School of Social Work, Adelphi University "[A] 'must have' resource for practicing professionals and an invaluable
teaching tool for social work students....This is precisely the book that mandated reporters seek to assist in the reporting
process and understanding their legal obligations." --Keva M. Miller, PhD, LCSW School of Social Work, Portland State
University In all states, social workers are required to report suspected child abuse and neglect, and face serious
penalties if they fail to do so. But not all cases of abuse are obvious. Mandated reporters are thus confronted with a host
of both legal and ethical quandaries when filing a report: What are the responsibilities of mandated reporters? What are
appropriate grounds for reporting abuse? How and when should a report be made? Does reporting suspected abuse
violate client confidentiality? What if my employer encourages me not to report my suspicions? Addressing these
questions and more, this book provides clear definitions of different types of child abuse, including physical, sexual, and
emotional, and delineates guidelines on how to identify risk factors and signs of child maltreatment. The authors also
clarify difficult ethical issues, including client confidentiality and privileged communication, and present numerous case
studies and theoretical vignettes culled from their own experiences as social workers. This guide will be the one resource
mandated reporters and social work students cannot do without.
This straightforward and effective how-to guide provides the basics for any journalist or student beginning to use data for news
stories. It has step-by-step instructions on how to do basic data analysis in journalism while addressing why these digital tools
should be an integral part of reporting in the 21st century. The book pays particular attention to the need for accuracy in computerassisted reporting and to both the potential and pitfalls in utilizing large datasets in journalism. An ideal core text for courses on
data-driven journalism or computer-assisted reporting, Houston pushes back on current trends by helping current and future
journalists become more accountable for the accuracy and relevance of the data they acquire and share. Online instructor's
materials are available to adopting professors, and additional exercises are available free online to students at the below address:
http://ire.org/carbook/ username: carbook password: carbook4
The Advanced Reporting Guide includes instructions for advanced topics in the MicroStrategy system, building on information in
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the Basic Reporting Guide. Topics include reports, Freeform SQL reports, Query Builder reports, filters, metrics, Data Mining
Services, custom groups, consolidations, and prompts.
This updated and improved guide is designed to help accountants effectively perform SOC 1® engagements under AT-C section
320, Reporting on an Examination of Controls at a Service Organization Relevant to User Entities’ Internal Control Over Financial
Reporting, of Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAE) No. 18, Attestation Standards: Clarification and
Recodification. With the growth in business specialization, outsourcing tasks and functions to service organizations has become
increasingly popular, increasing the demand for SOC 1 engagements. This guide will help: Gain a deeper understanding of the
requirements and guidance in AT-C section 320 for performing SOC 1 engagements. Obtain guidance from top CPAs on how to
implement AT-C section 320 and address common and practice issues. Provide best in class services related to planning,
performing, and reporting on a SOC 1 engagement. Successfully implement changes in AT-C section 320 arising from the
issuance of SSAE 18, which is effective for reports dated on or after May 1, 2017. Determine how to describe the matter giving rise
to a modified opinion by providing over 20 illustrative paragraphs for different situations. Understand the kinds of information
auditors of the financial statements of user entities need from a service auditor's report. Implement the requirement in SSAE No.
18 to obtain a written assertion from management of the service organization. Organize and draft relevant sections of a type 2
report by providing complete illustrative type 2 reports that include the service auditor’s report, management’s assertion, the
description of the service organization’s system, and the service auditor’s description of tests of controls and results. Develop
management representation letters for SOC 1 engagements.
The Lead Reporting Guide examines EPA's new classification of lead and provides regulated facilities—any facility that
manufactures, processes, or uses more than 100 pounds of lead or lead compounds—with a step-by-step look at how to complete
and submit the required EPCRA Section 313 release reports, known as Form R. Written by the office that regulates the rule, this
handbook provides expert insight regarding which facilities must file release reports, what forms of lead are not affected by the
new reporting requirements, and how to estimate releases of lead and lead compounds into the environment when they are
manufactured, processed, used, disposed of, or reduced.

The Financial Accounting and Reporting Study Guide Notes are a useful accounting study guide written in at-a-glance
format for easy reading, highlighted with illustrations, and examples for visual learning. The guide is not designed to be a
substitute for your accounting textbook. Instead, its meant to serve as a supplemental reference for understanding basic
to advanced accounting concepts in easy to learn format.
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